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Michael Thacker was named Executive Vice President of Innovation and Commercial Business in June 2020 and 
is a  member of Bell’s Executive Leadership Team.

In February 2017, Michael was named Executive Vice President, Technology and Innovation, leading Bell’s core 
engineering team and providing strategic direction for designing, developing and integrating technologies for use 
in Bell’s current and next generation products. In Michael’s expanded role, he is responsible for all commercial 
programs, new product development, global sales and customer support and services.

Michael was previously the senior vice president of Engineering at Textron Aviation, where he was responsible for  
the engineering efforts of Beechcraft, Cessna and Hawker product lines. This included new aircraft development,  
certification, compliance, experimental fabrication, technical publications and product safety, as well as  
engineering product support for all aircraft in production and legacy models.

Michael joined Cessna in 1993 as an engineer in propulsion integration. During his tenure at Cessna and Textron 
Aviation, Michael contributed to the successful development, fielding and support of numerous general and 
business aviation aircraft.

Michael holds a Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering and a Master of Science from Kansas University.  
He also holds a MBA degree from the Fuqua School of Business at Duke University, NC.

ABOUT BELL
Thinking above and beyond is what we do. For more than 80 years, we’ve been reimagining the experience of flight – and where it can take us.
We are pioneers. We were the first to break the sound barrier and to certify a commercial helicopter. We were a part of NASA’s first lunar 
mission and brought advanced tiltrotor systems to market. Today, we’re defining the future of on-demand mobility.
Headquartered in Fort Worth, Texas – as a wholly-owned subsidiary of Textron Inc., – we have strategic locations around the globe. And with 
nearly one quarter of our workforce having served, helping our military achieve their missions is a passion of ours.
Above all, our breakthrough innovations deliver exceptional experiences to our customers. Efficiently. Reliably. And always, with safety at 
the forefront.


